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"At Coalinga State Hospital, located in e desolate, dusty pert of California's Central Valley, 200
6, Gladden Excerpt: Mothva-x-io
:
miles north of Los Angeles [home to that State's
tonalAnahysis Also Shows
SO. Commitment Is aBtil
sex offender commitment facility, population: Same-sex couple exchanging rings during their civil
of Attainder. (Part if
.500, rather like a small town housed in some- marriage ceremony - a ceremony gay couples are
7. As Above, So Below.
II thing like a repurpused shopping mall behind burred from in MSOP. Further, gay couples are not
Oxtro-irq with the Most
allowed to cohabit in the same cell (even in separate
prison-style fencing, troubling is the overrepre- beds) in MSOP either. Were the true goal of MSOP to
Take-t'in.Piisoners Premier
Gay Liberation Bonn Eveit
sanitation of people like [Cory] Hach - guy, bisexu- footer stable, lasting, loving relationships, such cohabitation would be a paramount priority,
Corning Soon:
al, and queer men - who are trapped in this sysV The Routine & Noirroutine of the
tern.
Shan Jumper is clinical director at bath the
Static-99R. The Good, the Bad, &
.An [ I article references 'conservative esti- Illinois Department of Human Services Treatment
the Very Ugly Got Much Worse in
2015.
mates by social workers and psychologists peg- and Detention facility, e civil commitment facility in
V The Math Behind the MaSOST-3.1
ging Coalinga's population as 55 to 85 percent gay Rushville, Ill., and at Liberty Healthcare CorporaPushed Pencil-Whipping into
or bisexual, and I percent trensgender.'
Whole New Dimension
lion, a private medical contractor for U.S. prisons,
-' 'Stranger Danger Debunked
A 2013 article in the Star Tribune of Minneapolis, In 2012. Jumper and two colleagues published a
MS OP Media Censorship vs.
about the imminent marriage of two male couples profile of the 377 men detained or committed
Disconnect between Imagery &
'Hands-on' Sox Crimea
at the Moose Lake Treatment Facility of the Minne- under Illinois's [commitment program for sex
V Equal Protection May Rise Again sofa Sex Offender Program ["MSOP"], quoted one offenders].
A Double-Header: Ill Animus
against Us: Sufficient Alone?: (2)
resident who estimated 30 to 35 percent' of While having a male victim doesn't necessarily
Strict Scrutiny Can Strike Down SO
residents were in relationships with each other. mean the person identifies as gay or bisexual,
Commitment As Quasi-Criminal
• For Effective Defense Assistance, Enough residents identify as LOOT that in June Jumper's study found that almost 40% of the
SO Commitment Appointed Attorcivilly committed in Illinois have mole victims,
neys Must Be Educated Specialists 2017, Moose Lake held a Pride celebration,
V MnSO5T-4: Still Junk Science
At Lamed State Hospital in Kansas, Mark (last (The vast majority of people in civil commitment
V Jones—Everyone Has Difficulty
name withheld to protect his privacy) estimates are mole: in California, only one is female.) The
Controlling Behavior, So Everybody
that 75 percent of the people at his facility identify researchers compared these findings with similar
Should Be Locked Up
V Interesting Fnctoids & Implications
as gay or bisexual. Tapotha Stricker, a therapist studies in Texas, Florida, Wisconsin, Washington.
from 2016 SOCCPN Mriuel Survey
who worked at Lamed between 2012 and 2014, California, Arizona, and Minnesota. Across these
of Commitment Facilities
V Memo to Judge Frank re Proposed
agrees that 'homosexuals are overrepresented' at states, at least 30 percent and as high as 47
Reliefs
V CO SO Registration Law Uaconsti- the facility, which she compares to a supermax percent of men in civil commitment had at least
tutinnal
prison,
one male victim.
V Time in Community Offense-Free
Michael Bass, until recently confined at the The American Psychiatric Association came out
Reduces Reoffense Risk
V Adversarial Allegiance in Static-99R Central New York Psychiatric Center [CNYPC] in firmly against civil commitment laws, finding them
Norm Selection
central New York, said that 'well over 50 percent' to be a 'serious assault an the integrity of psychiV Legislative Reform for Commitment
of CNYPC's population is out as gay or bisexual. gtry.'
Procedures in SVP Cases
V LSI Inaccuracy auto US Offenders
'The library is almost like a gay club,' he says....
Some critics argue that outdated assessments
V Pachingham Examined More Closely
Anecdotal evidence from civilly committed man, and scientifically inaccurate testing could be to
V Data Mining & Selling by ChoicePoint at Personal Data to US Govt institutional medical staff, and advocates for blame. The civilly committed, as well as mental
V Dotes's Weldschaeng - Quotes from
prison reform suggests an overwhelming bias: health professionals, believe the specialists and
Evaluating Sea Offenders
/ Faigmaa Speaks Out on Sex
Nearly 40 percent are men who have sex with the tests they use can be 'profoundly homophobic.'
Offender Commitment Issues
I Sea Offender Regiotreten: Useless other men (MSM), whether or not they self- in the words of forensic psychologist and evalue& Counterproductive
identify as gay, hi, or same-gender loving. Corn- tor Karen Franklin.
V Subsequent Punishment- Clear and
pare those numbers to a 2018 Gallup poll, which Based in California, Franklin has worked as a civil
Present Danger and Other lot
Amendment Teats
indicates that only 3.7 percent of American men commitment evaluator in her home state, plus in
Treatment as not affecting recidivism replied yes when asked, 'Do you personally identiIowa, in Washington, and at the federal level. Her
likelihood later
V Disgust Sensitivity and Political
fy as lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender?' belief -- which five other evaluators we spoke to
Leanings
making the vast numbers of gay and bisexual men shared - is that there is widespread 'implicit bias'
V Low Sex Come Recidivism Rates
in civil commitment even more disproportionate. and 'subjectivity built into every single step of the
V Prescribing Child Sea Dolls to
Prevent Sex with Reel Children
...{T]here is no clear evidence these costly process.'
Early-Adult Offending Loses Predictive Value over Time; Age & Educe- programs are even effective. No research exists ...[P]rofessional associations, academics, and
ttoaol Attainment Predict Nonto suggest the 20 states with civil commitment practitioners have grave reservations regarding
Reoffense
V Mn5O5T-3 - Retrospective Review laws have lower rates of sexual violence or rocidi- its accuracy and effectiveness.
of Predictive Accuracy
vism, compared to rates in the 30 states without For instance, admitting to having a male victim
% Requests (from these or otherwise)? such laws....
nets the respondents more points, which reportVerbalize them or give me a note,

adly increase their risk of reoffending. Another
question asks: 'Ever lived with a lover for at least
two fears?' An inmate is considered less risky if
they have had a two-year live-in relationship
prior to imprisonment. Living with a same-sax
lover used to be and sometimes still is risky in
the U.S.
[Editor's Note: In the first ten years of Californm's civil commitment program (1998-2009).
approximately 250 of those committed were
unconditionally released. However, since then,
political opposition to releases prompted legislation making them almost impossible to gain.
Thus, in more recant years only a small additional
number have been released.]
Hoch describes treatment as a 'useless pipe
dream,' and he's not the only one. Approximately
two-thirds of Goalinqa's population refuses to
participate in treatment, according to a 2008
report by the California Coalition an Sexual
Offending, a group of doctors and law Enforcemont officials that advises California agencies on
sexual abuse. That percentage now remains
about the same.
Other reasons offered for the low buy-in from
inmates: a revolving door of therapists: that
disclosures made in therapy may be used in
arguments against the man's release; an environment that resembles o prison more than a
hospital: the vague criteria for release: and the
tiny number of people released - even after
being treated for years - or decades.
It's easy to understand why, a resident at
Kansas' civil commitment facility told us. 'The
only way to get out is with a tog on your toe.'
No one Watches the Watchers
Jon Brandt is o Minnessta-based clinician who
has assessed and worked with those convicted of
sexual violence as well as their victims since the
lBBDs. He feels for the men who he believes
pose no threat but exist in the limbo of an unjust
system. A hundred years from now, Brandt says.
'we're going to look back at the turn of the century and realize how wrong - how wrong - we've
had it.
Exit Signs
Brandt reports that clinicians he speaks with at
gatherings such as the Association for the Trostment of Sexual Abusers' annual conference insist
that '20 to 80 percent' of people in civil commitment across the nation shouldn't be there.' The
men inside wait on the rest of us to notice.
Hoch's story illustrates a hidden, queer niche
of the prison industrial complex where government resources feed a destructive system that
isn't helping to end sexual abuse."
...
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Mi"ko flagarkr, IVI2'k flnthsr 8 flair lluntai
Ken Uaywitt, speaking on behalf of the Gay "The Hardship That Is Internet Deprivation
community here in MSUP-ML, adds this in and Whet It Means for Sentencing: Developconnection with the articles comment about ment of the Internet Sanction and Connectiviliving with o same-sex lover for over two ty for Prisoners," 51(2) ARrair Law Ji7av 201
years:
(Feb. 2018)
"Often in same-sex relationships it is un- Text excerpts:
Internet Café, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
common for an individual to be in a relation- p. 264:
"Recently, the United States
ship that lasts more than a year, especially Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit ruled the number of web users (or 'internauts')
for those who are younger-generation, like that the internet needs to be regulated as a worldwide grow to more than 400 million by
'Gen X.' The very fact that this is one of the Utility - much like other central infrastruc- the year 2000.26 Arguably even more
biggest 'dynamic factors governing whether tures of people's lives, such as electricity, significant was the development of broador not one is released is unfair to the individ- water, and refuse collectioo.13 Like the band Internet access, which 'has allowed
uals who it targets, namely homosexuals."
removal of other utilities, denial of computer people to leave their computers on all day
access would constitute a considerable instead of intermittently dialing up, thereby
deprivation to most people.14"
affording the opportunity for spontaneous
Our Internet Depri- p.205: "Criminals engender no commu- communication,' This advance 'fostered not
sympathy and have no political copitaUl only the development of Web 2.0, where
vation Is a Hardship nity
Perhaps as a result of this, there has been people can communicate collaboratively via
That Should Be
no systematic attempt to measure the suf- the internot, but also the explosive growth of
fering that sanctions inflict on offenders, social network sites such as MySpace and
Remedied ASAP. However,
morel principles are not shut out Fecebouk.'27
Editor's Note: As the following article ob- by prison walls or by the stigmatization that While social networking may be prominent
serves, use of the Internet has become on stems from a criminal conviction. Rather, in media and perhaps the minds of many web
everyday facet of life, not a luxury. Everyone morel norms are of universal application.18 'surfers,' commercial applications for the
in society who so chooses can easily access Accordingly, it is imperative that as a society internet are also as significant and develthe Internet. Virtually every function of we should punish criminals no more severely oped just as rapidly. As one historian documodern life is now conducted either exclu- than is commensurate with the gravity of menting the growth and development of the
internet in the United States writes, the
sively or at least primarily on the Internet, their crimes.lD....
"The
first
key
proposal
is
that
a
new
crimiinternet created, with amazing speed, 'a now
posing either impossibility or greet difficulty
of doing business any other way - at for nal sanction should be developed. It would universe of fast and inexpensive 'virtual
higher prices where such offline purchasing consist of a blanket prohibition against using applications' that would make commercial
the internet. The advantage of this proposed transactions 'far less costly and/or more
can even be accomplished.
Further, while virtually all information has sanction is that it is an efficient and cost- convenient than those in the physical world.'
been rapidly gravitating to the Internet, that effective method of inflicting hardship on As this 'new economic space' comprised
'simply software constructions,' extremely
phenomenon and the new, parallel availability offenders....
"...[W]a argue that prisoners cast-effective 'opportunities to experiment
on the Internet of all that information has p.268:
literally driven much of print media out of should have unencumbered internet access. and create novel applications in software
business already, with the rest of the print One of the main reasons for this is that and.... Cyberspace became aveilable.28
access to the internet is not intrinsically pp. 268-66: "Business was increasingly
world almost certainly to fallow very soon.
harmful:
it would assist offenders to under- conducted through internet transactions and
Finally, as communication has also gene
digital (that is, via email and other Internet stand developments in the wider community relationships, in the form of consumer-tomeans), old-fashioned 'snail mail' and other and help with their reintegration into society consumer (2), business-to-consump.r
means of communication through the written once they are released. Internet access can (B20), and business-to-business (82B) 'aword and through antiquated, 'dedicated' also considerably enhance the educational commerce.' One of the mast conspicuous
phone systems (including BTL here in MSUP) options for prisoners, which could have the 626 websites is eBay, established in Septemhave similarly dried up and closed their incidental, yet considerable, benefit of reduc- ber 1555. By the year 2000, oBey had revedoers everywhere else in the world except in ing their likelihood of reoffandinq.23 Moreo- nues of $431 million U.S. dollars. Although
prisons and other "secure" facilities like ver, it is now possible to readily track every the 028 market developed later, it very
MSUP. The extreme, artificial limitations internet keystroke of a prisoner thereby quickly 'outstripped 026 in sales' value.
deliberately built into such phone systems greatly minimizing the opportunity for pris- Between July 1998 and July 2000, the number of registered domain addresses ending
say all there needs to be said about the oners to misuse the internet.24...
"A. Growth of the Internet Gen- with '.com,' 'org.' 'net.' and 'ado' had grown
complete inadequacy of such systems to p. 268:
in the United States from 1.6 million to 10.12
serve our communication needs - and erally
"The internet is now so prevalent in the million While uptake in the United States
rights.
In this modern context, all of us confined as lives of people living in developed countries outpaced that of the rest of the world,
patients/"clients" in MSOP find that we too that it is easy to forget that its revolutionary growth outside the United States over the
have myriad other needs as well that can effect on the exchange of information dates seine period was even greater, from around
only be fulfilled by Internet access. The bock a more 20 years. The 'explosion of the 540,000 to 7.3 million,25 More recently,
following article points up that even convict- internet onto the business and cultural from 2008 to 2015, internet usage in the
ed and sentenced prisoners have Internet scene' in 1904, according to business histori- Americas mare than doubled, as the proporneeds as well. So lot's read about these an Bruce Kogut was marked by the launch of tion of people across the continent (including
needs as a jumping-off point for our own 'an easy-to-use' browser called Netscape, the poorest nations in Central and South
which saw the number of web hosts grow America) reporting regular internet access
quest to gain Internet access.
from 2.2 million to more than 04 million, and
2

(several times a week and mare) rose for
16% to 44%.30
"0. Growth of the Internet Recently
Internet use in the United States has grown
exponentially since the U.S. Census Bureau
(Bureau) begun to monitor internet use in
households in 1007. One study reported in
2015 that 98.6% of voting age Americans
had regular access to the internet31
p. 272:
"In 2014-2015, .03% of employed Australians were internet users,,..
p. 275;
"D. The Centrality of the Internet to Contemporary life
Like previous technological advances, the
rise of the internet induced 'panic about [a]
decline of social connectivity.' However,
there is in fact abundant, consistent, and
systematic evidence that internet use increases social contact with friends and
family. The 'addition of the internet and
mobile phone communication' to more traditional farms of content has led to 'more
overall communication between friends and
relatives' because 'computer-mediated
communication has become cheaper, quicker, and much more efficient than visiting,
telephoning, or writing letters the oldfashioned pen-to-paper may'50
Access to the internet is so important to
contemporary human flourishing that it has
been recognized by the United Nations as a
fundamental right and freedom. Access to
the internet was a central concern of the
Report of the Special Ropporteur on the
Promotion and Protection of the Right to
Freedom of Opinion and Expression provided
to the United Nations General Assembly in
May 2011. Responding to the Human Rights
Council's request to provide information 'on
the advantages and challenges of new information and communication technologies,
including the internet and mobile technologies, for the exercise of the right to freedom
of opinion and expression.'Ol the Rapporteur
concluded that the internet is a central
integer of the maintenance and protection of
internationally-recognized civil and political
rights. The Rapporteur emphasized that
internet access 'has two dimensions: access
to online content, without any restrictions
except in a few limited cases permitted
under international human rights law; and
the availability of the necessary Infrastructure and information communication technologies, such as cables, modems, computers and software, to access the Internet in
the first plece.'52
pp. 275-78: "The internet was recognized
by the Rapperteur as being singularly important to modern life and communication
because it is interactive media, 'unlike
radio, television and printed publications.'
Further, 'by enabling individuals to exchange
information and ideas instantaneously and
inexpensively across national borders, the
(Continued on page 3)
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internet allows access to information and
knowledge that was previously unattainable.
This, in turn, contributes to the discovery of
the truth and progress of society as a
who le.'54
The internet has thus become a crucial tool
fur facilitating the individual exercise of the
right to freedom of opinion and expression,
as guaranteed by article 19 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant an Civil and Political
Rights55
pp. 278-77: The Rapporteur regards the
right to freedom of opinion and expressions
as fundamental right on its own accord' as
well 'as an "enabler' of other rights, including economic, social and cultural rights, such
as the right to education and the right to
take part in cultural life and to enjoy the
benefits of scientific progress and its applications, as well as civil and political
rights59 It has no doubt that this right
encompasses use of and access to the
intxrnet, as article 10 was deliberately
drafted with foresight to include and to
accommodate future technological developments through which individuals can exercise their to freedom of expression.'BO
Numerous countries have recognized
internet access as a fundamental right. In
2000, Estonia declared internet access a
basic human right. The 'constitutional council of France effectively declared internet
access a fundamental right in 2909,' while
the constitutional court of Costa Rica
'reached a similar decision in 2010.' Finland
passed a decree in 2009 'stating that every
internet connection needs to have a speed of
at least one Megabit per second (broadband
level). And a survey conducted by the British Broadcasting Service in 2019 found that
80% of respondents from 29 countries
believed that internet access is a fundamental human right.Ul
p. 277: ".The situation of prisoners is one
illustration of how these goals should be
interpreted more frequently as having urgent application through the vertical layers
of any given society.
p. 279: "..jTJha internet is an integral and
irreplaceable tool for most people which is
used to facilitate and enhance all aspects of
their lives, especially their social, business,
and work activities. Not surprisingly then,
people report anxiety, stress, and discomfort
if they are denied access to the internet.
Studies show that this anxiety is not inconsiderablo;65 one study showed that many
people would prefer to have no heating and
water as opposed to losing access to the
intern at. 9 9
Thu pain that stems from internet denial
thus comes in two broad forms. First, there

is the stress and anxiety that is often associated with not having connectivity. Than there
is the loss of the concrete instrumental
opportunities, such as reduced contact with
friends and family, lost business opportunities, and reduced work effectiveness, Cumulatively, this is a considerable hardship.
p. 284: "Advanced technology is widely
integrated into other areas of correctional
administration, such as facilitating family
communications via email and video conferancing, restricted online honking for prisoners, video attendance by prisoners at court
hearings, and in the provision of
telemadicine.'lUl Indeed, the use of lOT in
these areas of prison administration is even
influencing some authorities to restrict
visiting opportunities for families of inmates
to video canferencing, for which they are
charged exorbitant rates and which are
'funneled' to the private companies that
manufacture and service this technology.102
p. 285: "Some prisons using restricted
internet connections have provided tablets
to students in secure facilities.
...[T]he United States Department of Education (D.O.E.) reports that prisons are increasingly, if cautiously, adapting advanced
technologies'lU4 to:
Develop prisoners' computer and digital
literacy skills, with computer-assisted instruction, accessing college courses, and
preparation for employment;
Access online course assessment:
Expand professional development resources for prison-based education instructors and equip them with technology-based
instructional tools (such as open educational
resources);
Support education pathways through data
sharing and aligning prison-based education
and training programs with programs offered to the general community: and
Provide more prisoners with knowledge
and skills to obtain living wage employment.lOS
Most recently, the issue of prisoners and
the use of Internet for social purposes has
attracted considerable publicity in the United
States. In recent years some prisoners have
used friends and family outside of prison to
maintain social media pages, such as Facebook, for the.IDB This was directly stopped
in April 2016 in Texas when the Deportment
of Criminal Justice implemented a new policy
that prisoners in Texas 'can no longer maintain a social media profile through a third
party 'for the purposes of soliciting, updating, or engaging othors."107
p. 292: "...[I]nternet deprivation is a hardship. There are two reasons for this. First,
people have a strong preference to use the
internet. The frustration of this preference
alone is a hardship. Secondly, the overwhelming weight of studies suggest that the

Internet Café, WuHu, China
internet is a productive and positive tool.133
The possibility of overuse or improper use by
some individuals does not change this conclusion. The possibility that a sanction will
not constitute a hardship to all people is not
an insurmountable objection to the viability
of the sanction: this is simply a concession to
the viability of the human condition. Some
people prefer prison to living in the general
community.I34 but this of course dues not
negate the effectiveness of prison as a
moons of punishment.
pp. 390-07: V. PROVIDING INTERNET ACCESS
TO PRISONERS
Five Reasons in Support of Internet Access
for Prisoners
Dur next major proposal is that the internet
should be made available to prisoners. There
are five main reasons in support of this
recommendation. The first is that the main
deprivation stemming from imprisonment
should be limited to the deprivation of liberty
- other burdens should be reduced to the
maximum extent reasonably possible. Second. internet access provides prisoners with
the best access to education. which is a key
to reducing reoffending. Third, the internet
will facilitate the reintegration of offenders
into the community following their release.
Fourth, it has been established that providing
prisoners with access to the internet will
improve their behavior. Finally, it will improve the lives of relatives of prisoners.
The Main Hardship of Imprisonment is the
Denial of Liberty.
As noted above, prison is the harshest form
of punishment under both the United States
and Australian systems of aw, with the
obvious exception of the death penalty.
Prison fulfills two key functions: community
protection and punishment. The main form
of deprivation is loss of liberty.
In order to fulfill both of its functions, the
deprivation of liberty stemming from the
confinement of prison is in itself a stern
hardship. Despite this, there are numerous
other harms stemming from prison. Prison
is a brutal institution; it often leads to significant gratuitous human rights deprivations
which are a regrettable side effect of being
housed behind high concrete walls. Prisoners cannot procreate. They cannot engage in
meaningful family relationships. They are far
more likely to be beaten or raped than other
members of the community, and hence their
3

right to sexual and physical security is
diminished. Further, their ability to secure
employment after release is diminished, as
are their lifetime eernings.184
These additional sufferings are not necessary for prison to achieve either of its core
aims, Certainly, there is no need for any
additional burdens to be added to the pains
of imprisonment.
pp. 398-08: "2. Education to Reduce Recidivism
As noted earlier, prisoners have either no
access or only a rudimentary level of access
to the internet. This is undesirable for a
number of reasons. The first is that it limits
their rehabilitative prospects. Each year,
according to a 2014 report by the RAND
Corporation, more than 700,000 prisoners
are released from United States prisons,
Yet, within three years of release, 40% of
these former prisoners - around 300,000
individuals - commit new crimes or otherwise violate the terms of their release,
leading to their re-incarceration, Key factors in tis recidivism are lack of knowledge,
training, and skills to support a successful
return' to the community. Eu-offenders, on
overage, are markedly loss educated and
literate than the general population. In the
United States, RAND reports 37% of inmates
in state prisons had not completed their high
school education in 2904, compared with
19% of the general population aged 16 and
over....[L]ess than 18% of state prison
inmates had completed some postsecondary
education, compared with 51% of the general population.192
Educating offenders is on important rehabilitative tool. The internet is the most
affective means of providing education to
prisoners. The value of education and
training in a correctional context is considerable and rarely disputed. According to
RAND, inmates participating in correctional
education programs had on average a 43%
lower chance of reoffending, equating to
reduced recidivism risk of 13 percentage
points overall. Prisoners who participated
in academic or vocational education programs in prison are also 13% more likely to
obtain employment upon their release. As
the direct costs of re-incarceration far
exceed the direct costs of providing correctional educatiun. RAND estimated that correctional education programs need to reduce the three-year re-incarceration rate
by a maximum of only 2.8 percentage points
to cover their costs. These costs, RAND
states, are met 5 times over, by conservative estimat8s.193
pp. 309-319:The RAND Corporation's report
into the effectiveness of prisons' correctional education programs was based on a
survey of correctional education directors
in all 50states, of which 42 states returned
(Continued on page 4)

based testing,' replacing'the old paper-and- however, goes wall beyond educational
(Continued from page 3)
full information. This enabled RAND to deter- pencil exam,' RAND found that 14 of the 31 advantages. The Internet is a key tool for
mine that in 2013, most states offered pris- states planning to run the 2014 BED exam easing inmates' were-entry into the commuoners adult basic education, a General Edu- expected computer-based testing to discour- nity, for it is indispensable to any effort to
cation Development (flED) or high school age an appreciable number of inmates from research employment opportunities, apply
equivalency certificate, and special educa- taking the exam, while I2 states reported for lobs and benefits, enroll in college,
tion courses. A clear majority of states - 32 that limited computer access would likely search for housing, and maintain and develop
- also provide higher-level courses, such as 'preclude students from taking the new BED personal relationships in the broader community. As the D.O.E. states. 'most, if not all,
adult secondary and postsecondary education, In 28 states, postsecondary education P. 311: "The D.O.E. [federal Dept. of of these prerelease activities require some
costs are primarily root by the inmate or Education] in a 2015 special report. Educa- form of computer or telecommunications
their families, while a minority of states also tional Technology in Corrections, ...states device and Internet access.'203
use state funding and college or university that improved use of lOT promises 'to en- "This view is widely shared by prison adfunds. In 24 states, adult inmates without a hance and expand correctional education ministrators. The director of Inmate Educahigh school diploma or BED are required to within constrained resources,' and the tion Programs at the California Office of
participate in educational programs, and in report warns that education programs in Correctional Education, Brent Choate, told
15 states adults below certain grade levels correctional facilities are 'being left behind' the D.O.E. that correctional agencies that are
by continuing advances in lOT-facilitated 'serious about preparing incarcerated indiare required to undertake formal study.104
viduals for release, they cannot ignore the
The provision of education and training general education program delivery.199..."
programs in prisons in the United States is "Education and rehabilitation enhance- technological advances, including the Interfinancially precarious, and the recession ments for prisoners stemming from internet net, occurring outside of the facility's
brought on by the Global Financial Crisis in availability in prisons have convinced the walls.'204 Nick Hardwick CUE, Her Majesty's
2008 led to an overall 6% average decrease D.O.E. that prisons must make greater use of Chief Inspector of Prisons, similarly stated to
in correctional education budgets between lOT and the internet to improve inmates' life, the United Kingdom Prison Reform Trust:
2008 and 2012. This decreased capacity led educational opportunities, and professional Think how much use of the internet and
to an overall decrease in the number of adult opportunities when they are released into computers has changed for most of us over
students in prisons (around 4% on average) the community. ...Importantly, the D.O.E., the last few years - staying in touch with
as well as reduced course offerings in 20 state that prisons will have to permit stu- family and friends; applying for a job, housing
dents to use secure personal mobile devices and a host of other services; managing our
states,l35
The budgetary challenges of providing in and out of the classroom and provide them finances; obtaining information and education - laptops, tablets, PCs, smart phones,
formal Education in prisons heighten the with restricted internet access......
importance of making proper end maximum P. 312: "The provision of up-to-date the cluud.... Most prisoners are excluded
use of lOT and the internet in these pro- content is contingent an prisons being ap- from all this and are placed at the far and of
grams. In the general community. RAND propriately networked. Students should be the digital divide. Neither helped to obtain
reports. 'distance learning and online in- provided with opportunities to learn inside any of the benefits these new technologies
struction are growing trends,' while and outside of their classrooms. Students bring nor supported and supervised to
'computer-assisted instruction' is also also need to be able to share data (such as avoids its risks. We can't go on with prisons
essential to the provision of individually academic transcripts) with other educational in a pre-internet dark age; inefficient, wastetailored 'instruction and coursework.' The institutions end community-based programs. ful and leaving prisoners woefully unpreimportance of computing skills for study and It is not practical, the D.O.E. suggests, to pared for the real world they will face upon
future employment are increasingly recog- attempt this without providing inmate stu- release. I have not met one prison profesnized by state correctional officials, and 24 dents with mobile devices that give students sional who does not think drastic change is
states offer a Microsoft Office certification access to curricula and pedagogical practic- need ad. 20 5
in their vocational educational pragrsms.1913 es that are aligned with nonountodiel educa- Prisoners agree. Inmates incarcerated for
Nevertheless, as we have seen, ICT and tion and training. Ideally, prison systems lengthy periods 'can be distressed by their
especially the internet are fundamentally would forgo data sharing agreements with sudden exposure' to advanced technology on
underused in prison education programs. community based education providers, lOT their release, particularly if they are not
Such minor and patchy use of lOT and the should be used to track educational attain- prepared in any way for it. As one inmate
internet in prison education is, even in the ment and post-release outcomes to deter- released in the United States in 2011, after IS
short term, unsustainable, simply because mine the effectiveness of correctional edu- years in jail, stated: 'coming into this new
formal education and training in the general cation as it contributes to job placement and technology for me was just - it was like
community is and will continue to increasing- retention, as well as recidivism. Further, going from the old ages to Star Wars. It was
ly be delivered with this technology, as this is states should look to create consortia for very overwholming.'ZOB
certainly the most efficient means of deliv- open resources, enabling groups of educa- pp. 313-14: 'Corrections professionals have
ery in the prison setting. Students without tors to develop online content and platforms, an especially acute appreciation of the role
access to computers and online curriculum, and share collective experiences to improve of lOT and the internet in contemporary life,
and without the skills to use these platforms, the provision of education in prisons with as they are mindful of the challenge computwill not he able to keep up with students who ICT.2112 The first stop to facilitating this is er literacy poses for medium and longerdo have such access, or even to pass their making the internet readily available in term prisoners' successful reintegration into
the general community. This challenge was
courses. The BED, for example, is the prisons.
'predominant way that inmates earn their pp. 312-313; "3. The Internet Facilitates described succinctly by a prison manager
surveyed by the Prison Reform Trust and the
high school equivalency diplomas.' And e Prisoners to Re-enter Society.
prerequisite for many vocational training "The importance of the internet and educa- Prisoners Education Trust in the United
programs.' The 2014 DID exam relies 'on a tion to prisoners is difficult to overstate. Kingdom in 2013. On release from prison, a
new test delivery medal - namely, computer- The importance of access to the internet, farmer inmate's 'first port of call' could very
4

Scanning Staff, Internet Archive, Los Angeles, CA
well be 'a fully computerized job center with
touch screen technelogy.'207 En route to the
job center, the former prisoner, the farmer
prisoner may experience considerable difficulty trying to purchase 'an automated train
ticket,'208 and may later be confounded by 'a
self-service check out till In the supermarkot.'209 The manager further noted:
'Automation of our everyday lives will
increase year on year. For most this is an
acceptable learning curve that we adapt to
on a daily basis. For long term prisoners this
is a complete and instant life change. Without preparation and appropriate training,
that may find it difficult to cape. Training for
them is'assentiol.ZlU
4. Internet Access Improves the Behavior of
Prisoners
"One important result of improving prisoner access to lOT and the internet is that
access has been shown to be a powerful
behavioral tool within jails. Philadelphia
prisons, for example, use an incentive-based
learning platform to reward users with
paints and certificates for reaching educational and behavioral benchmarks; these
points can than be exchanged for free entertainment options. Authorities have found the
scheme is engaging even those prisons who
were previously uninterested in education or
were poorly behoved.211
pp. 314-I5: "The Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction is one system that
provides prisoners with a degree of internet
access. In 2005, authorities began giving
restricted internet access, in spite of their
misgivings about the security implications of
doing this. Internet access occurs under
direct supervision and is granted only on the
condition of participation in an approved
education or training program that requires
internet access. The Ohio Central School
System Superintendent or his or her proxy
approves the websites that inmate may
access. Inmates are provided with internet
access only if they record no rule violations
for 90 days and then keep a deer record
while participating in the program. Na inmate with an active security threat or suspact affiliation is given Internet access..."
pp. 315-18:
5. Improving the Lives of Relatives and
Friends
"The deprivation of liberty that stems from
(Continued on page 0)

in prisons in the United States notes that the F.3d 874 (D.C. Dir. 2018).
primary inhibitor of greater use of ICT in 14 Id.
education remains concern about security 17 Mirka Bagaric at a., A Principled Strategy
for Addressing the Incarceration Crisis:
b reaches. 21 7"
P. 317:
"...[liFie security concerns are Redefining Excessive Imprisonment as a
generally overrated and certainly do not Human Rights Abuse, 38 Cerdozo L. Rev. 1883.
IS J.L. Mackie, Ethics: Inventing Right and
warrant a blanket internet ban.
Undoubtedly, there are some prisoners who Wrong 83-102 (Pelican Books 1977).
Devils Island - Far, Far Away & No Internet.
will never, or very seldom, be able to be 19 Jasper Ryberg, The Ethics of Proportionate
(Continued from page 4)
trusted with such access, but they are in the Punishment: A Critical Investigation 84-85
minority. Further, and more importantly, (2004).
incarceration necessarily impairs relation- tools to manage internet access are availa- 23 Infra, Part IV,
ships. This is especially true given that most ble. In addition, the deprivation of the right 24 Infra, Part IV.
prisons are located in remote regions and to access the internet should, in the words of 27 Hue Wang B Barry Wellman, Social Conprisoners have very limited visiting the United Notions Rapporteur, 'respect the nectivity in America: Changes in Adult Friendrights.213 4 report by Bernadette Rabuy and principles of necessity and propartinnali- ship Network Size from 2002 to 2007," 53(8)
American Behavioral Scientist 1149, 1151 (2010)
Daniel Kopf notes that visits by family mom- ty. 2 21...
hers to prisoners are rare. Fewer than 33% pp. 317-18: "...[T]he reality is that modern 28 Martin Kenney, "The Growth and Developof prisoners receive a visit from a loved one technology provides far more effective ment of the Internet in the United States, in
each month, and only 70% make contact by solutions to possible internet abuse by B.M. Kogut, Introduction: The Internet Has
telephone with a loved one on a weekly prisoners . .... [T]he technology itself allows Borders, in The Global Internet Economy 2-3
basis.214 Part of the reason for these low every key stroke to be monitored and access (MIT Press 2003). at 83-84.
visitor rates is likely distance, as the aver- can by risk- assessed223 The monitoring 28 Id. at 73-74. 84, IOU, 104.
age federal prisoner is incarcerated 500 can cover every single type of interaction 30 Jessica M. Brunelle at el., "Internet in the
miles from home.215
that an inmate has via the internet, including Americas: Who's Connected?,' Americas
'The harm stemming from this damages web accesses, analysis of the sites visited, lluarterly (Apr. I. 2015), at 72 (http://
not only the offender, but also his or her nature of searches undertaken, and full text www.nmericnsquarterly.nrg/content!intornet
relatives, and to a lesser extent, his or her recognition and analysis of all information -americas-whos-connectad
friends. This damage should be minimized, sent and received. Artificial intelligence 31 Id.
especially from the perspective of relatives techniques are now such that not only can 50 Wang OWeliman, note 27. at 1149-50.
and friends of inmates as they are blame- literal matches be made of problematic SI U.N. DADR, 17th Session (Special Repporless. The hardship they endure as a result of language in emails or troubling search terms tear on the Promotion and Protection of the
being detached from their father, mother, or used in search engines, but also semantic Right to Freedom of Opinion and Expression),
child is solely a by-product of the offense meaning can be extracted from the entire U.N. Doc. A/HRC/17/27. MI (May 18. 2011).
that has been committed by their relative corpus of a document. The current ap- 52 ld.,M2.
and the contact-limiting nature of the pris- proaches use a combination of technologies 54 Id. ,MIB.
ons. The fact that this harm is caused inci- - typically a combination of natural language 55 Id. ,M2D.
dentally as a result of the prison environ- processing via rules and finite state ma- 59 Id.M22.
ment, as opposed to being intentional, does chines, hidden Markov models, and probabil- BO Id. , M 21.
not diminish its reality and intensity.218
istic search - and has been shown to be 81 Id. .M85.
All preventable harm should be avoided or effective at extracting meaning from texts as 85 'A Day Without Media." ICMPA, Word Press
minimized. Access to the internet would diverse as Wikipadia, biomedical texts, and (2018). https:!!without maenable prisoners to have extensive real-time open-ended search queries, among many. dia.wordpress.com/.
and meaningful contact with their relatives. many others.224 Monitoring techniques are 66 The study is reported in "Internet More
This would facilitate the continuation of the sophisticated enough to automatically distin- Important' Than Heating or Water. Study
development of these relationships in a guish between likely criminal activity, letters Says,' Huffington Post (June ID, 2013).
manner that enhances the quality of the lives home, the creation of problematic relation- 101 Michelle Tolbert at al., "Educational Techof the relatives of prisoners while simultane- ships, and the normal daily interactions of nology in Corrections 2015." U.S. Dept of
ously reducing the extent to which their life. And finally, any endpoint security solu- Educ.: Off. Of Career, Technical and Adult
interests are collaterally damaged by the tion can provide for the targeted or random Educ., 1(2015). at I. 3.
misdeeds of others.
flagging of [an] inmate's internet activity for 102 Max Lewontia, 'Why Jails' Embrace of
p.310:
a human guard to investigate if there is Video Visiting Technology Can Harm Inmates,
Families." Christian Science Monitor (Sept. 25.
B. Negating Key Objections to Prisoner inappropriate activity taking ploce..225
Access to the Internet
Of course, there will be the occasional 2015).
I. Preventing Internet Misuse
security or use violation that will occur as a 104 Tolbert, note 101 at 2.
"Of course, there are potential problems result of prisoners having access to the 105 Id.
with providing internet access to prisoners, internet. The solution to this is obvious: the 08 Maurice Chammah, "Should Prisoners Be
most notably the concern with providing prisoner who committed the broach should Allowed to Have Facebook Pages?," The Marprisoners a medium through which they have internet use suspended or cancelled, shall Project (Apr. 14, 2018)
could commit more crime, including harass- with the possibility of some other punish- 107 Id. The report notes:
ing and threatening victims and witnesses. It ment for the breach of the trust given. It is a In 2013. Alabama lawmakers decided that
is this concern that has been the main rea- grossly disproportionate response to punish helping an inmate post on social media should
son for the lack of current access to the all prisoners for the possible or actual result in a 500 fine. In 2014, New Mexico
banned inmates from posting through third
internet by prisoners. The RAND Corpora- infractions of a few other inmates."
parties online, and Indiana put an inmate in
tions analysis of lOT and internet provision Notes:
13 United States Telecom Ass'n Y. F.C.C., 825 solitary confinement after his sister posted a
5

video of him in prison on Facebonk. In 2015,
the Electronic Frontier Foundation, an advocacy group, discovered that South Carolina
prisons had doled out more than a decode of
solitary confinement to at least IA prisoners
who were using social media.
133 See Infra Part I.
134 See, for example, this report regarding
recidivist criminal Ray Murphy. Marshall
White, "Man Wants to Return to Prison." St.
Joseph News-Press (Dec. 31, 2013).
184 The Growth of Incarceration in the
United States, at 247. One study estimated
the earnings reduction to he as high as
40%. Bruce Western & Becky Pettit,
"Incarceration 8 Social Inequality." 139
Daedalus 13(2010).
92 Lois M. Davis at al., 'How Effective Is
Correctional Education, and Where Do We Go
from Here? The Results of a Comprehensive
Evaluation," RAND Corp., xiv (2014), https:!/
www.bja . gay/pub I ic ati ons/rnnd howeffectiveiscorrectionaleducation.pdf.
193 Id. at xv-xvi.
184 Id. at xyfi.
185 Id. at nix.
186 Id.
197 Id. at xx.
199 Tolbert et al. note 104, at v, I.
202 Id. at 23.
203
Id. at2.
204 Id. at 8.
205 Nina Champion B Kimmatt Edgar.
'Through the Gateway: How Computers Can
Transform Rehabilitation,' Prisoners Education Trust. i i i
(2013).
w ww . p ris o nor ref rmt ru s t. org.0 k/
portal s/D/documnents/thruugh%the%
geteway.pdf
208 Tolbert at el. note 104. at 2.
207 Champion B Edgar, supra note 205. at
5.
208 Id.
209 Id.
210 Id.
211 Tolbert at al. note 104, at v.. I, IA.
213 For a discussion of visitation rights by
family and other people. see A Joilhouse
Lawyer's Manual, Columbia Human Rights L.
Rev. (6th ad. 2011). at 517-26. The capacity
to make telephone calls can and often is
severely limited. Id.. at 530-32.
214 Bernadette Rabup 0 Daniel Kopf.
"Separation by Bars and Miles: Visitation in
State Prisons" (Oct. 20, 2015), http://
www.prisenpnlicy.org / reports!
prisunvisits.html.
215 Nancy G. La Vigne, "The Cost of Keeping
Prisoners Hundreds of Miles from Home,"
Urban Inst. (Feb. 3. 2014), http://
www.urba n.org!urban-wire!cost-keeping prisoners-hindreds-miles-home.
218 Mirko Bagaric B Thee Alexander. "Firsttime Offender, Productive Offender, Offender with Dependents: Why the Profile of
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"The pclygreph included four potentially Concerning incrimination, the Tenth Circuit Polygraphs for the
incriminating questions concerning prior explained 'that Mr. Von Behren faces at least
Defense Could Be
Offenders (Sometimes) Matters in Sentenc- sexual conduct: )l After the age of 18, did you some authentic danger of self-incrimination
ing: 78 Alb. L Rev. 397(2015).
engage in sexual activity with anyone under by answering three of the four mandatory Your Salvation - IF
217 Other significant inhibitors include the age of IS? 2) Have you had sexual con- questions in the RSA's sexual history polyYou Can Trust the
insufficient funds, as well as staff capacity to tact with a family member or relative? 3) graph.' With respect to the issue of compulpurchase, implement, maintain, and monitor Have you ever physically forced or threat- sion, 'The government's threat to revoke Mr.
Polygraphist.
ened anyone to engage in sexual contact with Von Behren's supervised release for his
advanced lOT. Tolbert at al. note 104.
221 Id. at 22
you? And 4) Have you aver had sexual con- failure to answer potentially incriminating Chrls'tapher 4. ifrr, "Effective Defense
223 Id. at 8; Nine Champion 8 Kimmatt tact with someone who was physically asleep questions rises to the level of unconstitution- Polygraphs," 41-AUG Ch8mp1,n30 ( Aug. 20)
Edgar, "Through the Gateway: How Comput- or unconscious? Behren could refuse to al compulsion.'
Text excerpts:
"In short, the appellate court concluded,
ers Can Transform Rehabilitation," Prison- answer only one of the four questions.
p. 36: "With on average accuracy of over 90
ers' Education Trust, at iii (2003).
"He filed objections with the U.S. District 'The Fifth Amendment is triggered when a
percent, the polygraph CUT compares very
224 Patrick Arnold 8 Erhard Rahm, Court for the District of Colorado, arguing statement would provide a 'lead' or a link in
favorably with other 'diagnostic' evidence
"Automatic Extraction of Semantic Relations the questions violated his Fifth Amendment the chain of evidence needed to prosecute
commonly presented in cuurt,71 In fact, the
from Wikipadia," 24 Int'l Jour. Of Art. Intoll. right against self-incrimination. On August the speaker ... and affirmative answers to
reliability for a truthful COT result for an
Tools 1(2015); Ruxane Dirju at al., "Automatic 23, 2014 the district court sided with Behren, these questions would do just that.'
innocent subject is even higher.72"
Discovery of Part-Whole Relations," 32(l) ordering that his conditions of supervised Such language could very well have a
Computational Linguistics 83(2006): Adria- release be modified to "exclude any require- broader impact on sex offender polygraphs p.37: "Use and Misuse of Sche/,&r
na Badalascu 0 Dan Moldoven. "A Semantic ment that he admit to a criminal offense across the nation, as many sex offenders are "The government should be expected to rely
Scattering Model for the Automatic Interpre- other than his offense of conviction." [United now required to undergo both polygraph heavily on minority dicta from fin/ted States
testing and voice-stress analysis as an inte- v S'chei5r. The proponent of polygraph
tation of English Genitives," lb Net. Lang, Eng. States v. Behren, U.S.D.C. (D. Cole.)].
215 (2000); Di Yea Kwong, "New Perspectives 'Despite that initial order, RSA informed gral component of their community-basad evidence needs to know the case well. During
on Computational and Cognitive Strategies Behren that if he did not take a polygraph treatment and failure to comply often results argument in flailed States y Angula the
for Word Sense Disambiguation" (Springer and answer the questions he would be kicked in revocation of parole, probation or super- government relied heavily on lln/tadStates v
out of the treatment program, thus violating vised release.
ads., 2013).
Schslfe,B1 This is a favorite of polygraph
a condition of his supervised release and "Currently, objections to the use of poly- opponents and should he expected. It is fair
225 Champion 6 Edgar, note 223.
potentially resulting in his return to prison. graphs, voice stress analysis and plethysmo- to cite Schefih'r for the phrase, 'there is
Behren responded by filing an emergency graph testing on sax offenders as a condition simply no consensus that polygraph evidence
of their treatment and community supervision is reliable82 However, in ,4iigu/o, the govSex History Polygraph motion with the district court, yet on Janu- are
pending in courts across the country. ernment argued two points from Scheffer
ary 27, 2015 the court reversed its prior
of SOs on Supervised ruing and directed him to comply with the Most of the cases center on the same issue: that were explicitly rejected by five members
polygraph test. RSA notified Behren that the whether sex offenders can be compelled to of the Court: (I) that polygraphs 'usurp' the
Release Judicially
polygraph would be administered two weeks provide information against themselves as role of the jury as 'lie detector,' and (2) that
Struck Down as
later.
part of their treatment program, and whether juries can be distracted and confused by the
Compulsory Self'Just before midnight an the day before the they can be sent to prison for refusing to collateral battle over polygraph evidence.
test, Behren filed a motion with the Tenth violate their Fifth Amendment right against
Incrimination
"In fact, a majority of the Sekeffer Court
Circuit Court of Appeals to stay the order, self-incrimination. See: L/ni'led States x Voc
rejected these two arguments, stating that
Buunddilsi Letternewsletter, Autumn/Winter While waiting in the RSA parking lot prior to Bshre,i. 822 F.Sd 1133 (10th Cir. 2013)."
the claim of jury usurpation 'demeans and
the scheduled polygraph test, the appellate
2013 issue, p. 2:
mistakes the role and competence of jurors
Editor's End Note: The fact that the polygraph
"In May 2013, the U.S. Court of Appeals for court granted an emergency stay.
in deciding the factual question of guilt or
the Tenth Circuit held that sea offenders "On May ID, 2013 the Court of Appeals was demanded by a compulsory treatment innocence.'83 Peer-reviewed studies prereleased from custody cannot be compelled issued a decision with several potentially far program makes that Behren scenario fairly sented to the district court in 417gii/o show
to answer potentially incriminating questions -reaching findings, including that compulsory comparable to sex offenders in oMI commit- that juries, in fact, are not over-awed, dissexual history polygraph tests violate the ment who are also called upon to undergo a
as a condition of their supervised release.
tracted, or confused by polygraph eviFifth
Amendment's protection against self- "full disclosure" polygraph of their "sexual
"The cone centered on Brian Von Behren, a
dence.84 The same five justices in Scheffer
history."
Colorado resident who was convicted of incrimination and self- compulsion.
explicitly refused to endorse language as to
distribution of child pornography in 21105 "To assure an individual is not compelled The further facts that submission to poly- the burden of 'collateral litigation.'RS Howevand sentenced to 121 months in federal to produce evidence that may later be used graph testing is a common condition of the er, while the prosecutor inaccurately cited
prison, along with a three-year term of against him in a criminal action, the Supreme Intensive Supervised Release and Conditional Schefiras authority for these critiques of
supervised release. In March 2014, as Bah- Court has always broadly construed the Release of sex offenders, that many who polygraphs in .4ugu/a the prosecutor corFan's prison sentence was ending, e special protection afforded by the Fifth Amendment undergo that tasting are than still on ISR or rectly observed that this dicta had found its
condition of his supervised release was privilege against incrimination,' the appellate CR, and that a sax offender submitting to e way into 'other cases throughout the counpolygraph test must also waive his right to try.'BB
modified, requiring him to submit to a sexual court wrote."
object to court use of that test result at least
history polygraph that included potentially
as "corroborative" evidence of guilt, altogeth- "The Sthe/fer Court very simply hold the
incriminating questions.
er makes such tasting just as coercive and military justice regulation banning polygraph
"Once released from prison. Behren enjust
as incriminating as the Behreescenario. evidence to be constitutional - nut necestered into a nun-negotiable treatment agreesarily wise, The Scheffe,' Court surveyed
ment with RSA, Inc., a Colorado-boned sex
other lower courts, finding that the Fourth
offender treatment provider under the
Circuit and many states had per so bans on
authority of the Colorado Sex Offender
polygraph evidence, while other federal
Management Board, which requires such
circuits did not and the State of New Mexico
programs to conduct a sexual history polyroutinely allowed it,87 With that varying
graph and report any admissions of illegal
conduct to low enforcement officials,
(Continued on pane 7)
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Notes:
approach. the Court reached its fundamental
71 Raskin Dad., Duo. 95-I at ii, in Angel/fr
holding. The Court could net 'say, then, that
,4losquera No. 8:14-cr-00379 (M.D. Fla.)
the president acted arbitrarily or dispro(citing Char/es P. Hunts S Mary V Perry.
portionately in promulgating a per so rule
"Polygraph Admissibility Changes and Chalexcluding all polygraph evidenco88
lenges," ID Law 8/1umen Sehav. 357 (1002),
"In dissent Justice Stevens found per so and Char/es /7 I/onEs 1/1/race P. Deiivk "The
exclusion of polygraphs unconstitutional and Polygraph in 995: Progress in Science and
unwise,89 and e majority agreed that it was Low." 71 NA? Z. Rev. 097 (1995).
neither good policy nor wise. Justice Kenne72 Raskin Dad., Doc. 95.1 at II. in Angalody. representing four justices, wrote that he
Mosquers 511pm.
'douht[edJ though, that the rule of per so
exclusion is wise, and [thought] some later OIL/ni/ed Stales Y. Scheffer, 523 U.S. 393
case might present a more compelling case (1998) (finding that presidential rule banning
for introduction of the testimony than this polygraph evidence in military justice courts
one does.'90 His four-justice plurality was was constitutional --- only as applied, not
unwilling to loin the dissent to invalidate the facially).
evidentiary rules of the Fourth Circuit and
the majority of the states, but took note of
the 'tension' between the 1/chef/er holding
and 'the considerable discretion given to the
trial court in admitting or excluding scientific
evidence' by the Court in Dsuberi91 ' The
upshot is that a five-justice majority appeared willing to entertain an accused's
argument that a per so statutory or common
law restriction on the admissibility of exculpatory expert testimony is unconstitutional
as applied.'92 Thus. '1/chaffer cannot be
read as squarely holding that categorical
limitations on defense expert testimony
invariably pass constitutional muster.'93"
pp. 38-9: "The Government Uses Polyqraphs
- but Does Not Need Polygraph Evidence
"Key to the government's opposition to a
defendant's use of exculpatory polygraphs is
a fact that the prosecution can present the
testimony of the officer who obtained an
incriminating statement following a failed
test under lvd /1? End 80l(d)(2); i.e., the
government does not need polygraph evidence and does not want the defense to use
it. Every criminal defense attorney is familiar with investigators' use of polygraphs as a
tool to extract admissions from suspects. A
failed test followed by a confession often
results in a negotiated disposition. When
negotiations fail, the government need only
put the officer who took the statement on
the witness stand to recount every ugly
detail for the jury.114 The polygraph becomes irrelevant Having this enormous
advantage likely explains the government's
consistent opposition to any courtroom use
of polygraph results, where, in argument, the
technique is dubbed junk science unfit far
jury consumption."
"While 1/chef/er means that
p. 39:
excluding properly administered polygraph
may not, for now, violate a defendant's Sixth
Amendment right to present a defense,
exclusion comes close enough to warrant
very serious deliberation by civilian

Jury Decision-Making," 7 1 Po/,'e 1/cl S 2013 (subtitle): "One of the most popular
Admãv. 324 (1079). 1/ryan Meyers S Jack polygraphs has a glitch that may have resultArbuthnot "Polygraph Testimony and Juror edin some very serious consequences."
Judgments: A Comparison of the Guilty
Knowledge Test and the Control Duestion
Test." 27 1 App/fed Suci/ Psycho! 1421
(1097).

85 Justice Stevens, in his dissent, objected
that the "potential burden of collateral
proceedings is a manifestly insufficient
justification for a categorical exclusion of
expert testimony." 1/chef/er. 523 U.S. at 337.
Justice Kennedy, writing for himself and
three other justices, explicitly refused to
endorse the section (II-C) of the principal
opinion (id. at 314-I5). which contains the
"WASHINGTON - Police departobjection to the collateral litigation of poly- Text:
ments
and
federal agencies across the
graphs. "Justice Kennedy, with whom Juscountry
are
using a type of polygraph de82 See /Jm'tedStatesn Scheffer,523 U.S. tice O'Connor, Justice Ginsburg, and Justice
spite evidence of a technical problem that
Grayer
join
.1
join
Ports
I.
Il-A.
11-9
and
the
303, 311-12 (1990) Justice Thomas wrote the
could label truthful people as liars or the
majority opinion containing the comment on opinion of the Court." (Id. at 318).
guilty as innocent, Mcfllatchy has found.
the lack of consensus, also noting that only 88 See argument of AUSA Joseph Ruddy,
"As a result, innocent people might have
the Fourth Circuit has a per se ban on at Dec. 23, 2014. Dsubert hearing, Dec. 508
been labeled criminal suspects, faced greatpolygraph evidence. Many states also ex- at 39. in Anyei/c-Mosquera, supra.
er scrutiny while on probation or last out on
clude it, but New Mexico routinely admits it
88 1/cbs//er 523 U.S. at 312. 317.
jobs. Or, just as alarming, spies and crimi(N.M. Rule Evid. 911-707).
nals may have escaped detention.
89 /dat320-39.
93 Justice Anthony Kennedy wrote a
"The technical glitch produced errors in the
concurrence joined by three other justices 90 Justice Kennedy wrote a concurrence computerized measurements of sweat in one
(1/chaffer 523 U.S. at 318-320), and on joined by three other justices (1/chef/er 523 of the most popular polygraphs, the LX4000.
several important issues, including "jury U.S. at 318-20). The four joined Justice Although polygruphers first noticed the
usurpation" and the collateral distraction of Stevens in opining that the ban on polygraph problem a decade ago, many government
juries, these four joined in a dissent by evidence was bad policy. However, the four agencies hadn't known about the risk of
were unwilling to hold that the ban was
Justice Stevens:
inaccurate measurements until Mcfllatchy
unconstitutional.
"It seems the principal opinion overreaches
recently raised questions about it.
when it rests its holding on the additional 91 /dot3IR.
"The manufacturer, Lafayette Instruments
ground that the jury's role in making credi- 92 Edwardd /mwii'ika/rAvd"A Defense of Co., Inc., described the phenomenon as
bility determinations is diminished when it the Right to Present Defense Expert Testimo- 'occasional' and 'minor,' but it couldn't say
hears polygraph evidence. I am in substan- ny: The Flaws in the Plurality Opinion in exactly how often it occurs.
tial agreement with Justice Stevens' obser- United States v. Schuffar," 09 Tenn. 1. Ran
"Even after one federal agency became
vation that the argument demeans and 539. 544 (2002).
concerned and stopped using the measuremistakes the role and competence of jurors 93 /d
ment and a veteran polygrophor at another
in deciding the factual questions of guilt or
agency witnessed it repeatedly change test
114 "An Opposing Party's Statement." is not
innocence. In the last analysis the principal
results, the extent and the source of the
hearsay, according to ,''d ,l? &/d O01(d)(2).
opinion says it is unwise to allow the jury to
problem weren't independently studied or
hear 'a conclusion about the ultimate issue 128 See Pert II of Justice Stevens' dissent. openly debated. In the meantime, tens of
in the trial." I had thought this tired argu- 1/chaffer 523 U.S. at 325-30 ("The Court thousands of Americans were pulygraphed
ment had long since been given its deserved barely acknowledges that a person accused on the IX400EI.
repose as a categorical rule of exclusion." of a crime has a constitutional right to
"The controversy casts new doubt on the
present a defense." /d at 325-26.) In this reliability and usefulness of polygraphs,
/d.at 318-I9.
section, Justice Stevens argues forcefully which are popularly known as lie detectors
94 "The literature consistently shows that
J uries are not inclined to give undue weight that a ban or unreasonable exclusion of and whose tests are banned for use as
to polygraph evidence." Raskin fled., supra, polygraph avidanca clearly violates a defend- evidence by most U.S. courts.
ant's constitutional right to present a de- "Scientists have long questioned whether
at 21-22 (citing 5er/es,? Hen/s 1/ Mary V
fense."
polygrophers can accurately identify liars by
Perry su,ora NJ Brekke eta!, "The Impact
*
interpreting measurements of blood presof Nonodversarial Versus Adversarial Expert
sure, sweat activity and respiration. But
Testimony," IS Law II Human Se/wv.. 451
polygraphers themselves say they rely on
(1991); 1/1/ Car/son etal. 'The Effect of lie
the measurements to be accurate for their
Detector Evidence on Jury Deliberations: An
daily, high-stakes decisions about people's
Empirical Study," 5 1 Pc/,'e 1/cl ll4dmfri. 48
lives,
(1977); A Cavouk,n SRI Hes/egrave. "The
"We're talking about using a procedure
Admissibility of Polygraph Evidence in Court:
Some Empiric al Findings, 4 Law 8 Human Article - full Quote; Marisse Taylor that has a very weak scientific foundation
Be/wv 117 (1979): A. Her!wart 1/9E lynch (McClatchy Washington Bureau), "Lies Detec- and making it worse.' said William Iacono, a
"The Effect of Polygraph Evidence on Mock tors Are Put on Trial," Star Tribune May 21. University of Minnesota psychology profes-

Or Maybe It's the
Machine You Have to
Beware of....
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sr whu's raserch.d polygraph tasting. 'I
In the period leading up to that ,4t't the once to the public of their future non- "punishment" within the meaning of controlalready don't have very much confidence in popular constituency of the State of Minna- recidivism.
ling U.S. Supreme Court precedent as to bills
how government agencies conduct these sate was considerably inflamed by incesBecause of that skepticism and that pre- of attainder.
tests. New, they might as well be flipping a sant, incendiary media coverage of Linahan, vailing sentiment of pure hatred and rage,
with detailed re-description of his crimes of there was no discussion about providing
"Despite the scientific skepticism. intelli- rape and homicide. In that furor, the gen- treatment in such a way as to minimize duragence and law enforcement agencies sea eral mood of the populace is fairly summa- tion of confinement of committed sex offendpolygraph as useful in obtaining confessions rized as a rageful lashing out as all of this ers or about commitment as a means to
to wrongdoing that wouldn't otherwise be came to the attention of the majority of that rehabilitation. To the contrary, legislative
constituency, who either had never original- discussion centered on how to ensure that
uncovered.
"Fifteen federal agencies and many police ly heard of Linehan or had forgotten him.
committed offenders are never released. The
Prior to that special session, the Minne- additional allegations as to that legislative
departments across the country rely an
polygraph testing to help make hiring or sota Legislature enacted 1994 Mi?zui Lsws history of said Actin Section IX ('Legislative I Lengthy lietact/on, Almost Exr/i'sivn/y
firing decisions. Police detectives and Chapter 838, Article B, Section 26, which History of the Aol') of this "Facts" portion of
for Additional Retribution, Daterrajica,
prosecutors rule out criminal suspects who established a "task force to study issues this Comp/afr.it are hereby republished and
and £'ant/mied lccapac/tafiun, Is Net a
relating to the confinement of sexual preda- incorporated here by this reference.
pass and scrutinize those who don't."
Non -Pcnitie'a float
tors" (emphasis added). This task force was
"Whether the legislative record 'evinces a
s. Addftiona/lletribution
assigned
the
duty
of
making [a] intent to punish" is one way to demonAs alleged supra, before the kICCIA of
"recommendations on options, both civil; strate a law's punitive nature." Fresco uRWx' 1994 was enacted, the proclaimed need for a
Gladden Excerpt
criminal, for dealing with sexual preda- andP,frts/C/ub. Inc. v. IeuidcKcmp 985 F.2d 'second generation' sex-offender commitMotivational Analy- and
tors" (emphasis added). The aforesaid 723. 728 (8th Dir. 382) (quoting Sckctive ment law was based in pert on the explicit
sis Also Shows S.O. legislation enacted in the ensuing special San'. Sys. Y. 41/ nose/a Pub Interest I?asearch capability of such e law to "compensate for
(the 44 arose from this motivation b'rcup, 4118 U.S. 841, 852.184 S. Ct. 3348,82 L. the 'comparatively short sentences' for sax
Commitment Is a tosession
"deal[] with" and to "confine" sex offend- Ed. 2d 632 (1984). P/o,medRxrsnthoodofMid- offenders by confining individuals after they
Bill of Attainder. ers doomed "sexual predators" (a buzz MLrsotur/ sod Eastern Kauisas v Dempsey, 167 have completed their criminal sentences."
phrase for those considered vulnerable to F.3d 458, 465 (8th Dir. 1993), clarifies that a (Minnesota Dept. Of Human Services, Psy(Part 1)
commitment under a sex offender commit- legislative intent to punish suffices in the chopathic Personalities Subcommittee,
ment law).
alternative to create a Bill of Attainder: "To Report to the Commissioner, Commitment
In that special session, devoted solely to rise to the level of 'punishment' under the Bill Act Task Farce, pp. 45, 48-511, 889)
that bill, the Minnesota Legislature acted of Attainder Clause, harm must fell within the (emphases supplied)
with extremely uncharacteristic, stunning traditional meaning of legislative punishment,
As if on cue to demonstrate the reality of
speed, passing that Act dealing only with fail to further a nonpunitive purpose, or be this aim in practice,
Kevin M. Carlsmith,
sax offender commitment and related mat- bused on a oonqresoicnul intent to punish.' Id John Manahan B Alison Evans. "The Function
ters, as a freestanding proposal. Such (citing Select/vsferv. Sys. v ,fh?xz Pub Inter- of Punishment in the 'Civil' Commitment of
great haste, in that highly charged emotion- act k'esearch L7rp. 488 U.S. 841, 852.1645. Ct. Sexually Violent Predators," 25 Hehav. Sul. B
al context, provides an inference of a legis- 3348, 3355, 82 L. Ed. 2d 832 (1984) and Ntruo L. 437.446 (20117), available at:
lative aim to punish Linehan, and more Y. Adm"of lien. Servs., 433 U.S. 425. 473-76, www.intorscience.wiley.com
1101;
generally sex offenders.
975. Ct. 2777, 2985-07, 53 L. Ed. 2d 887 lll.1082/bsl,781, performed research and
Televised task-force meetings, commit- (1977). Compare: lonsok'datad Educo So. of experiments with mock jurors showing that
tee
hearings, and floor debate upon said Act New York v Pa/ski.' 292 f.3d 338, 354-55 (2d retribution is a plain aim of sex offender
Under the "motivational" test the aforeware
replete with vituperation of sax of- Dir. 2082) ("Our reading of the legislative commitment verdicts. Briefly, their Abstract
mentioned legislative record culminating in
said 4d demonstrates beyond question that fenders in general, certain kinds of them, history indicates that certain legislators announced the finding that '...[r]ospandents
preventive detention was the paramount aim and of individual sex offenders. It is fair to unquestionably intended to punish Can Ed....') [mock jurors] were sensitive to [a] likelihood
say that the comments and speeches were (citing numerous statements in official tran- of recidivism only when the initial sentence
behind that Act
as
much aimed at whipping up a frenzy in scripts of New York legislature's debates); was sufficiently punitive. When initial senAs to the motivational test, the 1994 Act
at issue herein was drafted and passed in the broadcast audience of shock, horror. United States v. Love/i 328 U.S., at 312, where tence was lenient, respondents strongly
reaction to the decision by the Minnesota revulsion, and hatred of the maligned sub- a House Report expressly characterized supported civil commitment without regard
Supreme Court earlier that year in Iii ru' jects as they were intended to debate the individuals as "subversive. . . and... unfit... to to future risk." At p. 439, they explain the
luithen. BIB N.W.2d 869 (Minn. 1994), holding merits of the legislation. Such comments continue in government employment.' H.R. underlying problem thus:
"Intent is fundamentally a psychological
that the notorious sex offender and murder- and speeches by legislators then turned to a Rap. No. 448, 78th long., Ist Sass., 8(1943).
claimed
necessity
to
get
sex
offenders
off
The
avowed,
predominant
purpose
of
said
question.
The Supreme Court majority in
er Dennis Darol Linehan did not meet the
commitment criteria of the earlier the streets, to prevent their release from Ac/and each of said categories it created is to Hendricks took the justification that was
"Psychopathic Personality" commitment law, prison, and to keep them locked up perma- prevent future sex crimes anticipated, pre- written into the statute itself as prima fade
and therefore must be released at the end of nently through that proposed Act Accord: dicted, or speculated as likely to be perpetrat- evidence for the underlying motive of the
1934 Mum. Lawe Chapter 836, Article B. ed by persons within either said category by law. From a social psychological perspechis long prison term.
In legislative debate on the 1994 Actand Section 26, citing the need for means of imposition of unlimited, indefinite, tive, it is naive to accept that a person's
in legislators' statements to the press, the "confinement" of sex offenders beyond their and probably lifetime-duration preventive s/s/sd and actual motive are isomorphic.
goal of that Ac/al keeping Linehan confined sentences through the vehicle of eased civil detention under rubric of "civil commitment." Indeed, the social psychological literature
was repeatedly mentioned. Indeed, the commitment of them provided in that then- This constitutes a deprivation of liberty, a is rife with examples in which people are
perceived need fur the 1994 First Spacial projected Act Only a few comments were right which each such person previously inaccurate about the basis of their attiSession of the legislature was to ensure that made about providing treatment to these enjoyed before his/her criminal sentence and tudes and behavior (E//sworthSPoss 1983;
Linehan would not be released into the detained offenders, and most such com- which such person would presently enjoy NithsttflWllstrun 1977; H7so17, 2002). More
community before action could be taken on ments were skeptical that it could produce (albeit possibly subject to remaining release to the point, recent empirical work has
that bill in the next regular legislative ses- any change in such individuals to ever terms of said sentence) were it not for appli- demonstrated that although people frepermit their release with any reliable assur- cation of said Act and thereby constitutes a
(Continued on page 9)
sion the following year.
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quently art/cu/ala incopacitative motivations in sentencing criminal offenders, their
be/ia/cr is more consistent with the retributive perspective (I;'arAcm/th, 2008;
Car/smith HS,)iigster 2000; Isather 2002;
Melattar 1978). For example, Car/smith
(2006) asked participants to punish offenders under a variety of circumstances and
found that people were highly sensitive to
variation of factors that were relevant to
retributive theory of punishment, but
largely ignored venetian of factors that
were critical to utilitarian perspectives.
Car/sm/I/i and Siiiester (2006) replicated
this finding in a within-participant design
and asked people to explain their rationale
for the punishments they had just administered. They found that the correlation
between peoples actions and stated motivations was less than .00. In short, peoples actions bore no relationship to their
stated motives,,..
"We presented a short vignette derived
from the original case of Kansas Y. hndrh.'ks (1897) to participants. Some people
reed a version in which the defendant.
Leroy Hendricks, received punishment that
was sufficiently severe from a retributive
standpoint, while others read a version in
which he received insufficient punishment.
This manipulation would be highly relevant
to a person concerned with assigning a
perpetrator his just deserts, but far less
relevant to one concerned with societal
protections.
P. 440: "We conducted an online experiment with two discrete samples: first with
a student-based sample of convenience (N
= 175). and second with a nationally representative sample of jury-eligible adults (N =
200). The first sample ...was 77% femole......
p. 441: "In the low putits'/iment condition
Henderson had served 3 years in a comfortable minimum-security prison with full
access to sports, movies, libraries, and
visitors. In the high puni'hment condition
he had served 25 years in a harsh, maximum security prison in which he was
repeatedly confined to a solitary cell and
was admitted to the infirmary on numerous
occasions for 'injuries consistent with
having been violently assaulted' by other
inmates.
"...[S]umo people considered a 10%
recidivism rate to be extremely high,
whereas others considered it quite low.
Likewise, consensus for 'sufficient' and
'insufficient' sentences did not emerge until
the spread exceeded 25 years. Thus, we
used anchors that pretest participants
unanimously agreed met the criterion for
'sufficient' or 'insufficient' punishment and

'very likely' or 'very unlikely' to recidivate.
In all conditions, Henderson was 58 years
of age at the time of his potential release
when the state filed a petition to classify
him as a sexual predator......
P. 444; '...[W]hen the punishment was
insufficient, people paid less attention to
the likelihood of recidivism.,.."
Table I Support for civil commitment by
punishment sufficiency and likelihood of
recidivism.... Numbers in parentheses indicate the total number of participants per
cell.

niF)aI
Probability of
punishment perpetrator
__________ recidivism

—studAlI—
Insufficient
57.7 6)
27.8 I29
Sufficient
&udy 2
Insufficient
8ft (3fl
Sufficient 162.5 (32Y
Even so!
P. 444 (cont'd): "...[W]e asked whether they
would prefer to see Henderson committed
to a prison or to a secure psychiatric
hospital if the proceedings were to occur.
When the perpetrator was adequately
punished, 71% of the student sample and
67% of the jury eligible sample indicated
that he should be placed in a hospital setting. Those numbers drop to 48% and 41%
respectively when the punishment was
insufficient."
Discussion
p. 445: "The results of two experiments
provide evidence that support for the civil
commitment of sexually violent predators is
based primarily upon retributive motives.
Although concerns for incapacitation are
evident, this motive is subservient to retribution. First and foremost people respond
to information regarding whether the
perpetrator received his just deserts for
the crime committed. When this punishment was insufficient, respondents used
civil commitment to correct the error. This
finding is bolstered by the strong correlation between perceived sufficiency of the
initial sentence and support for commitment. This correlation reveals the linear
relationship between desire for retribution
and support for commitment."
p. 447: "Given the findings reported here
from jury-eligible citizens, there can be
little doubt that the effect of sexual predator statutes is to have jurors punish again

offenders who have already been punished tive incapacitation. Obviously, this last
once."
concept of increasing risks and costs Of
b. Llatsrreiice
offending is one of pure deterrence, confirmThe entire commitment program also ing the underlined conclusion in the immediserves as an 'object lesson' deterrent to ately preceding paragraph. The other ideoloothers. (Son firant Ouwe "To What Extent gy mentioned earlier, "just deserts," is
Does Civil Commitment Reduce Sexual Recidi- simply slung wording for retribution, which
vism? Estimating the Selective Incapacita- was the other subject of Justice Kennedy's
tion Effects in Minnesota." Juur /1/ Cr,)n/ria/ warning in Hendricks.
Just/ca
available
at:
(2013)
Allegations throughout this Complaint
http://dx.doi.orq/10.I016/j.jcrimjus2Dl3.08.0 firmly establish that any claimed goal of
09), speaking specifically of Minnesota's Minnesota's commitment of sex offenders as
SPP/SDP sex offender commitment scheme, being for treatment for the purpose of
flatly states:
rehabilitation and release at any point before
"Involuntary civil commitment has not death is utterly illusory. In reality, as such
been recognized by the courts as a legal allegations also show, the only real aim of
punishment. Still, as long as civil commit- commitment of sax offenders under said Act
ment is perceived by potential offenders as as implemented, is for permanent preventive
a possible consequence, it might also have detention of every sex offender thus commita general, deterrent effect on sexual of- ted. Lengthy detention. exclusively or almost
fending...
exclusively for such purpose of incapacita"There may be released sex offenders tion to prevent feared sex-crime recidivism
living in the community, for example, who is not a nun-punitive goal under federal case
have been deterred from sexually reoffend- authority.
ing due to the threat of civil commitment."
Eric S. Janus, writing in "Preventing
Id, pp. 3. B; emphasis supplied).
Sexual Violence: Setting Principled ConstituC. Ccntd'wiivi /iicapacitat,'un
tional Boundaries on Sex Offender CommitThat some article by Duwe focuses on the ments," 72 Ind, L. J. 157 (1896), sheds this
"selective incapacitation" effect of commit- light on the central role of incapacitation in
ment of sex offenders under the SPP/SDP in sex offender commitments:
Minnesota. Ouwe explains this effect and its
p. 80: "The Court's statement that civil
nexus between criminal sentencing and such commitments can 'in no sense be equated
commitment thus:
to a criminal prosecution' applies with
"By targeting particularly dangerous of- substantial force to standard civil commitfenders for lengthy sentences, selective ments with their focus on parens patriae
incapacitation attempts to increase public intervention. [Addington v, Texas, 441 U.S.
safety by removing these offenders from 418, 428 (1979)] But sex offender commitsociety for longer periods of time....
ments are almost entirely based on the
"Although sex offender civil commitment police power of the state. As such, they
is not a criminal sentencing policy, there are almost identical to criminal prosecuare several parallels that can be drawn tions in all senses except one: while the
with the selective incapacitation literature. state professes a punitive purpose for
First, like the initial selective incapacitation criminal incarceration, it denies the purproposals that advocated use of prediction pose for sex offender commitments.
instruments to target high-risk offenders,
"...[M]any would argue that incapacitaactuarial risk assessment instruments are tion is the defining feature of punishment.
typically used to help identify offenders for 'Of all the justifications for criminal punishcommitment. Second, sex offender civil ment, the desire to incapacitate is the least
commitment programs have been criticized complicated ...and most often the most
on grounds similar to these noted above important.' [Note 59: "Franklin E. Limring
for predictive sentencing....
B Gordon Hawkins. Incapacitation (1985), at
"...[S]elective incapacitation policies are v; see also id. at 25 (discussing 'thesis that
Wounded in the punitive ideologies of the primary task of the prison system in
deterrence and just deserts. [citing .4usti)z respect of all prisoners was not deterJ at at, "The Impact of 'Three Strikes and
rence or reform, but containment or conYou're Out'," Punkhment8Suc/sty v. I, pp. trol')"] Justice Kennedy makes the same
131-182 (1989)]
point in his Foucha [v. Louisiana. 504 U.S. 71
"To a large extent the guiding principle (1992)] dissent: The Constitution does not
behind these legislative efforts is that the require any particular model for criminal
incidence of sexual offending can be re- confinement. 'The federal and state crimiduced by increasing the risks and costs nal systems have accorded different
associated with committing a sex offense." weights at different times to the penologi(Id, p.2-3; emphases supplied).
cal goals of retribution, deterrence, incaThis passage confirms that the concern pacitation, and rehabilitation.' and upon
behind the MOCTA of 1984 is all about selec(Continued on page 10)
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compliance with In re Winship, the State
may incarcerate on any reasonable basis,
Incapacitation for the protection of society
is not an unusual ground for incarceration.
'Isolation of the dangerous has always been
considered an important function of the
criminal law. [504 U.S. at BR-BR]
pp. 189-9I: "The purpose of incapacitation
is the central goal of sex offender commitments. [Emphasis supplied] Young, Post,
and Blodgett [In re Young, 857 P.2d BBS
(Wash. 853), habeas corpus granted,
Young v. Weston, 898 F.Supp. 744 (W.D.
Wash. 1955); State v. Pest, 541 N.W.2d 115
(Wis. 1095): In re Blodgett, 510 N.W.2d RIO
(Minn. 1884)] all describe the protection of
the public through incapacitation as a
central goal of sex offender commitments.
Each also lists the provision of treatment
as a goal, but all acknowledge that the
Effectiveness of the treatment provided is
unknown. The provision of treatment is not
a distinguishing feature of commitment,
since states can, and often do, provide
treatment in prison settings.
'The fact that sex offenders can be
released from commitments when they
demonstrate that they are no longer dangerous is often cited as a basis for distinguishing sex offender commitments from
criminal prosecutions, but this is only a
contingent difference. Some criminal
sentences are structured the same way.
More significantly, the difference generally
does not inure to the benefit of the sex
offender. In fact, the fixed, though brief.
length of many criminal sentences is often
cited as the chief justification for sex
offender commitments. As the Minnesota
experience shows, sex offender commitments are, in reality, lifetime incarcerations. From the perspective of the individual, the risk from an erroneous sex offender
commitment is greater than the risk from
an erroneous conviction.
The fact that the state dues not claim a
punitive purpose when it commits sex
offenders does not ameliorate the risk
associated with sex offender commitments.
From the perspective of the individual
whose liberty is at stake, this is immaterial.
Since sex offender commitments are held
out as being applicable only to the 'most
dangerous criminals,' the stigma from sax
offender commitments is arguably much
worse than that of a criminal prosecution.
Recall that sex offender commitments are
added onto, and do not replace, criminal
proceedings. Thus the stigma of the sex
Offender commitment and the criminal
proceeding are cumulative."
[Note 73: "Office of the Attorney
general, State of Minnesota. Testimony of

Attnrney general Hubert Humphrey Ill remainder of the lifespan of each committed But the thing is, you are not defenseless
Before the Legislative Task Force an Sexual sea offender. That represents an unequivo- unless you make yourself that way. Stop
Predators: Proposed Sexual Predator cally punitive intent.
thinking of yourself that way, and others will
Reforms, at I (Aug. II. 054) ('The question
he forced to relinquish such myths as well,
before us today is simple: how do we pro- Editor's End Note: This excerpt continues in
Man I'm, Never Saw
tect the public from some of the most TLP Edition 3-5.
Toni Robinson Band
dangerous criminals in society?' [emphasis
supplied to show preventive detention
Have you heard an ugly whisper
aim])......
States
with
Is the rumour really true
p.293: "The empirical evidence confirms
Sex Offender
Just in time, we're next in line
that there exists almost no possibility of
They're really after me and you.
error correction in Minnesota sax offender Commitment Laws
commitment cases."
Since the demonstration
pp. 208-07: "The criminal justice system
Arizona
Clomping down an every side
is as effective as civil commitment at
California
Rounding up the kids at random
providing sun offender treatment Treat- I
Florida
Army curfew every night.
ment of sex offenders is generally cogniIllinois
tively based. Therefore, it is ineffective
Iowa
Don't repeat this conversation
with rafuners. Even chemically-based
Kansas
Don't lot on we've met before
treatments for sex offenders, which theoMassachusetts
Try and make like I'm a stranger
ruticelly could be forcibly injected, may not I
Minnesota
I'm a man you never saw.
be forced on competent but uncansenting
Missouri
individuals. [citing: Jarvis v. Levine, 418 O
Nebraska
Church police were round this morning
N.W.2d 138 (Minn. 1888): Skinner v. Oklaho- I
New Hampshire
And the army's on our track
ma ax rel. Williamson, 318 U.S. 535 (1842)] 2
New Jersey
Took away my books and papers
Ruth criminal civil and criminal systems, 3
New York
Only just got out the beck.
therefore, have available the same tools to 4
North Dakota
encourage or force sex offenders to under- S
Pennsylvania
I just called in to tell you
go treatment. They both use the threat of B
South Carolina
That
your place is being watched
lengthy incarceration, and the incentive of 7
Texas
Don't
go in to work tomorrow
possible release from incarceration, to B
Virginia
Try and make it down the docks.
obtain consent end cooperation with treat- B
Washington
ment. Thus, civil commitment offers no 20
Wisconsin
Don't repeat this conversation
treatment gain on criminal sentences.'
plus District of Columbia
Don't let on we've met before
In legislative discussion of the thenplus Federal Bureau of Prisons
Try
and make like I'm a stranger
proposed Act, little was discussed in any
I'm a man you never sew.
meaningful way about providing therapy to
sex offenders, and nothing was said about
A Blast from the
Dump your car and burn your letters
doing so in a way to minimize length of conSmash your glasses, cut your hair
finement of committed sex offenders or Past to Remind EveBuy a suit and take a raincoat
about commitment as a means of rehabilita- ryone That LiberaWhen you go don't tall us where.
tion.
tion Is Not Given;
That Act in sum, was drafted and enacted
Take e look outside my window
with maximum public attention, theatrically
It Must Be Won.
I don't recognize that van
staged fanfare, and dramatic oration to
Someone
standing in the doorway
address a pressing political and public-safety
Editor's Note: In open society, it is easy to
Better make it while you can.
imperative, viz., incapacitating potentially
forget that as recently as 1978, being gay
dangerous sex offenders beyond the legally
Don't repeat this conversation
meant being oppressed, not just by random
mandated end of their terms of imprisonDon't let on we've met before
haters, but even by government itself. In that
ment, in high-security confinement resemtime, a British gay band rose up and laid
Try and make like I'm a stranger
bling maximum-security imprisonment.
down anthems not begging for acceptance
I'm a man you never sew.
Recommendations and other writings by
and liberation, but demanding them.
legislative staff confirm that the motivation
Their debut Amarican-released album,
to pass said Act was a direct response to
PuWaI' h7 the /.lei'kaess caused downtrodden
concerns about public safety, to be effected
gays everywhere in this country first to drop
through the preventive-detention effect of
their jaws in awe, and then to stand up, never
said Act.
to shrink away again.
That only three out of approximately 725
That album included this number, reminding
committed under said Act to date have been
all of that earlier time of general persecureleased by Defendants, and than only to the
tion. Analogously now, overt political acts of
aforementioned strict "conditional" release,
government as such or surreptitious acts of
confirms that, in the absence of any further
hate-filled individuals cloaking themselves
releases in the 21-year existence of that
with the external trappings of governmental Martin Luther King, Jr., and other civil rights leaders
legislation, the intent was, and remains
of a municipal bun boycott in Montgomery, Ala.,
preventive detention for the presumptive power, still exert such oppression on those riding an integrated bus, December 1956.
they loathe and perceive as defenseless.
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